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 .  .Given a measurable space X, F , a fuzzy measure m on X, F , and a nonnega-
tive function f on X that is measurable with respect to F, we can define a new set
 .function n on X, F by the fuzzy integral. It is known that n is a lower
 .semicontinuous fuzzy measure on X, F and, moreover, if m is finite, then n is a
finite fuzzy measure as well. In this paper, we generalize in several different ways
the concept of absolute continuity of set functions, as defined in classical measure
theory. In addition, we investigate the relationship among these generalizations by
using the structural characteristics of set functions such as null-additivity and
autocontinuity, and determine which types of absolute continuity of fuzzy measures
 .are possessed by the fuzzy measure or the lower semicontinuous fuzzy measure
obtained by the fuzzy integral. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
w x  .In classical measure theory 1 , if X, F, m is a measure space and f is a
nonnegative integrable function, then the Lebesgue integral
n A s f dm , ;A g F , . H
A
 .defines a measure n on X, F that is absolutely continuous with respect
to m in the sense that
m A s 0 « n A s 0, ;A g F . .  .
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The absolute continuity of n with respect to m is usually denoted by
n g m. When n is finite, the absolute continuity can also be defined as
 4m A ª 0 « n A ª 0, ; A g F , .  .n n n
 .or, alternatively, as: for any e ) 0, there exists d ) 0 such that n A - e
 .whenever A g F and m A - d .
 . w xSimilarly, if X, F, m is a fuzzy measure space 8, 13 and f is a
w xnonnegative measurable function, then the fuzzy integral 3, 8
n A s f dm , ;A g F , . e
A
 .defines a lower semicontinuous fuzzy measure n on X, F and, moreover,
w xif m is finite, then n is a finite fuzzy measure 6, 13 . It is natural to ask
whether n is ``absolutely continuous'' with respect to m in some sense. To
answer this question, we need to generalize the concept of absolute
continuity into the domain of fuzzy measures. A preliminary investigation
w xof this issue has been carried out during the last few years 7, 10, 13 . The
purpose of this paper is to investigate the issue thoroughly. We identify 21
generalized types of absolute continuity, nine of which possess desirable
properties such as reflexivity and transitivity. We also study the relation-
ship between these distinct types of absolute continuity and determine
which of them are possessed by the fuzzy measure or, the lower semicon-
.tinuous fuzzy measure defined by the fuzzy integral. Our terminology and
w x w xnotation is adopted from the texts by Halmos 1 and Wang and Klir 13 .
2. ABSOLUTE CONTINUITY
Since fuzzy measures do not possess, in general, the property of additiv-
ity of classical measures, the concept of absolute continuity of classical
measures can be generalized for fuzzy measures in multiple ways. In our
 .study of these various generalizations, let X, F denote a measurable
space and let m and n denote fuzzy measures or semicontinuous fuzzy
.  .measures on X, F . In the following definition, the symbol n g mT
denotes the absolute continuity of n with respect to m of type T g
 4  4  .I, II, . . . , IX N s 1, 2, . . . , , and the colon : symbol stands for
 .``whenever'' when appropriate, we include equivalent formulations .
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DEFINITION 1.
 .  .  .1 n g m iff n A s 0: A g F, m A s 0.I
 .  .  .  .  .2 n g m iff n A s n B : A, B g F, A ; B, m A s m B - `.II
 .  .  4  4  .3 n g m iff n A ª 0: A ; F, A is nonincreasing, m AIII n n n n
ª 0.
 .  .  .  44 n g m iff n A ª n A : A g F, A ; F, A o F A > A,IV n n n n n
 .  .m A ª m A - `.n
 .  .  .  45 n g m iff n A ª n A : A g F, A ; F, A p D A ; A,V n n n n n
 .  .m A ª m A - `.n
 .  .  4  .6 n g m iff n A ª 0: A ; F, m A ª 0; or iff for anyVI n n n
 .  .e ) 0 there exists d ) 0 such that n A - e : A g F, m A - d .
 .  .  .  47 n g m, iff n A ª n A : A g F, A ; F, A ; A forVII n n n
 .  .n g N, m A ª m A - `.n
 .  .  .  48 n g m iff n A ª n A : A g F, A ; F, A ; A forVIII n n n
 .  .n g N, m A ª m A - `.n
 .  .  .  4  49 n g m iff n B y n A ª 0: A , B ; F, A ; B forIX n n n n n n
 .  .n g N, m B y m A ª 0; or iff for any e ) 0 there exists d ) 0 suchn n
 .  .  .  .that n B y n A - e : A, B g F, A ; B, m B y m A - d .
 .  .Forms 1 and 6 in Definition 1 have been used in classical measure
theory as the definition of absolute continuity, where they coincide when n
 .is finite. Form 9 has been employed for an extension theorem of fuzzy
w xmeasures 10 .
THEOREM 1. All types of absolute continuity gi¨ en in Definition 1 coincide
with the classical definition of absolute continuity when both m and n are
 .classical measures i.e., additi¨ e and n is finite.
w xProof. The equivalences of types I and VI is established in 1 . For the
other types, we just need to employ the additivity of m and n .
Let M be the set of all fuzzy measures or semicontinuous fuzzyF
.measures defined on F. Then each type of absolute continuity given in
Definition 1 can be regarded as a relation g on M , where i may bei F
I, II, . . . , IX.
THEOREM 2. Relation g is reflexi¨ e for i s I, II, . . . , IX and transiti¨ ei
for i s I, III, VI, IX. If M consists of only finite fuzzy measures or semicon-F
.tinuous fuzzy measures , then relation g is also transiti¨ e for i si
II, IV, V, VII, VIII.
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Proof. The propositions follow directly from the respective definitions.
In the sense of absolute continuity of any of types I, III, VI, and IX, we
define n gc m iff n and m are absolutely continuous to each other
 .denoted by n g m and m g n . gc is an equivalence relation on M . IfF
 .we regard g as a relation on the quotient M rgc , then M rgc , gF F
forms a poset.
In the following, we define varieties of types II, IV, V, VII, VIII, and IX
of absolute continuity, which are denoted by the subscripts a and b.
Otherwise, the same notation is used as in Definition 1.
DEFINITION 2.
 .  .  .  .1 n g m iff n A s n B : A, B g F, A ; B, m B y A s 0;II a
 .  .  .  .  .or iff n B j A s n B : A, B g F, m A s 0; or iff n B y A s n B :
 .  .  .  .A, B g F, m A s 0; or, iff n B ` A s n B : A, B g F, m A s 0.
 .  .  .  .2 n g m iff n B y A s 0: A, B g F, A ; B, m B s m A -II b
 .  .  .`; or iff n A s 0: A, B g F, A l B s f, m B j A s m B - `; or iff
 .  .  .n A s 0: A, B g F, A ; B, m B y A s m B - `.
 .  .  .  43 n g m iff n A ª n A : A g F, A ; F, A o F A >IVa n n n n n
 .  .  .  4  4A, m A y A ª 0; or iff n A j A ª n A : A g F, A ; F, A isn n n n
 .nonincreasing, m A ª 0.n
 .  .  44 n g m iff n A y A ª 0: A g F, A ; F, A o F AIVa n n N n n
 .  .  .  4  4> A, m A ª m A - `; or iff n A ª 0: A g F, A ; F, A isn n n n
 .  .nonincreasing, A l A s f for n g N, m A j A ª m A - `.n n
 .  .  .  45 n g m iff n A ª n A : A g F, A ; F, A p D A ;Va n n n n n
 .  .  .  4  4A, m A y A ª 0; or iff n A y A ª n A : A g F, A ; F, A isn n n n
 .nonincreasing, m A ª 0.n
 .  .  46 n g m iff n A y A ª 0: A g F, A ; F, A p D AVb n n n n n
 .  .  .  4  4; A, m A ª m A - `; or iff n A ª 0: A g F, A ; F, A isn n n n
 .  .nonincreasing, A ; A for n g N, m A y A ª m A - `.n n
 .  .  .  47 n g m iff n A ª n A : A g F, A ; F, A ; A forVII a n n n
 .  .  .  4n g N m A y A ª 0; or iff n A j A ª n A : A g F, A ; F,n n n
 .m A ª 0.n
 .  .  48 n g m iff n A y A ª 0: A g F, A ; F, A ; A forVII b n n n
 .  .  .  4n g N m A ª m A - `; or iff n A ª 0: A g F, A ; F, A l An n n n
 .  .s f for n g N, m A j A ª m A - `.n
 .  .  .  49 n g m iff n A ª n A : A g F, A ; F, A ; A forVIII a n n n
 .  .  .  4n g N m A y A ª 0; or iff n A y A ª n A : A g F, A ; F,n n n
 .m A ª 0.n
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 .  .  410 n g m iff n A y A ª 0: A g F, A ; F, A ; A forVIII b n n n
 .  .  .  4n g N, m A ª m A - `; or iff n A ª 0: A g F, A ; F, A ; An n n n
 .  .for n g N, m A y A ª m A - `.n
 .  .11 n g m iff for any e ) 0, there exists d ) 0 such that n B yIX a
 .  .n A - e : A, B g F, A ; B, m B y A - d ; or iff for any e ) 0, there
<  .  . <  .exists d ) 0 such that n B y n A - e : A, B g F, m B^ A - d .
 . 12 n g m iff for any e ) 0 there exists d ) 0 such that n B yIX b
.  .  .A - e : A, B g F, A ; B, m B y m A - d .
Even though these relations associated with the varieties of absolutely
continuity introduced in Definition 2 are, in general, neither reflexive nor
transitive, we still have the following result.
THEOREM 3. All types of absolute continuity introduced in Definition 2
coincide with the classical one when both m and n are classical measures and
n is finite.
Thus, all types of absolute continuity given in this section can be
regarded as generalizations of the classical concept of absolute continuity.
3. THE RELATION AMONG VARIOUS TYPES OF
ABSOLUTE CONTINUITY
The relation among types I]IX of absolute continuity, which follows
directly from Definition 1, is depicted in Fig. 1. For further investigation of
this relation, we need to consider appropriate structural characteristics of
w xset functions 4, 5, 8, 9, 11]13 .
FIG. 1
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 .DEFINITION 3. Let X, F be a measurable space and let m be a
 .nonnegative monotone set function on F with m f s 0. m is called
 .  .  .null-additi¨ e iff m B j A s m B whenever A, B g F and m A s 0; m
 .  .  .is called autocontinuous from abo¨e or from below iff m B j A ª m Bn
  .  . .  4or m B y A ª m B , respectively whenever B g F, A ; F, andn n
 .m A ª 0; m is called autocontinuous iff it is both autocontinuous fromn
above and autocontinuous from below; m is called uniformly autocontinu-
 .  .ous iff for any e ) 0 there exists d ) 0 such that m B j A F m B q e
 .whenever A, B g F and m A - d .
The relation among the structural characteristics of fuzzy measures or
.semicontinuous fuzzy measures introduced in Definition 3 and some other
structural characteristics, such as subadditivity, l rule, quasi-additivity, and
w xadditivity, is discussed in detail in 13 .
It is also useful to consider the properties of converse-null-additivity,
w xconverse-autocontinuity, and uniform converse-autocontinuity 9 .
 .DEFINITION 4. Let X, F be a measurable space and let m be a
 .nonnegative monotone set function on F with m f s 0. m is called
 .con¨erse-null-additi¨ e iff m B y A s 0 whenever A, B g F, A ; B, and
 .  . m B s m A - `; m is called con¨erse-autocontinuous from abo¨e or
.  .   . .from below iff m A y B ª 0 or m B y A ª 0 whenever B g F,n n
 4  .  .A ; F, B ; A or A ; B, respectively for n g N, and m A ªn n n n
 .m B - `; m is called con¨erse-autocontinuous iff it is both converse-auto-
continuous from above and converse-autocontinuous from below; m is
called uniformly con¨erse-autocontinuous iff for any e ) 0 there exists
 .  .d ) 0 such that m B y A F e whenever A, B g F, A ; B, and m B -
 .m A q d .
It is easy to see that the uniform converse-autocontinuity implies the
converse-autocontinuity, and both converse-autocontinuity from above and
converse-autocontinuity from below imply the converse-null-additivity.
Furthermore, if m is superadditive or finite and quasi-additive, then m is
uniformly converse-autocontinuous.
w x  .The concepts of S-compact space 13 and s property are also useful in
investigating the relation among the various types of absolute continuity.
 .  .DEFINITION 5. Let X, F be a measurable space. X, F is called
S-compact iff for any sequence of sets in F there exists some convergent
subsequence.
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 .DEFINITION 6. Let X, F, m be a fuzzy measure space. m is said to
 .  4  .have s property iff for any A ; F with m A ª 0 there exists an n
 4  4subsequence A of A such thatn ni
m lim A s 0.n /i
i
LEMMA 1. For any finite fuzzy measure on an S-compact measurable
 .space, the following hold: a null-additi¨ ity is equi¨ alent to uniform autocon-
 .tinuity; b the con¨erse-null-additi¨ ity is equi¨ alent to the uniform con¨erse-
autocontinuity.
 . w x  .Proof. A proof of a is given in 13 . To prove b , let m be a finite
 .converse-null-additive fuzzy measure on a measurable space X, F . If m
 4  4is not uniformly converse-autocontinuous, then there exist A and Bn n
 .  .; F with A ; B , n g N, and e ) 0 such that m B y m A ª 0 butn n n n
 .  .m B y A ) e . Due to S-compactness of X, F , we can choose subse-n n
 4  4  4  4quences A and B of A and B , respectively, such that A ª An n n n ni i i
and B ª B for some A, B g F. Since due to Theorem 3.26 inni
w x.13
lim m A s m A . .nii
and
lim m B s m B , . .nii
we have
m B y m A s lim m B y lim m A .  .  .  .n ni ii i
s lim m B y m A .  .n ni ii
s 0
and, therefore,
m B y A s 0 .
by converse-null-additivity of m. However, since
B y A ª B y A ,n ni i
we have
m B y A s lim m B y A G e ) 0. .  .n ni ii
This is a contradiction.
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Null-additivity and converse-null-additivity are weak requirements for
fuzzy measures. Since countable measurable spaces with finite fuzzy mea-
sures are often encountered in practice, Lemma 1 is quite useful.
LEMMA 2. Any countable measurable space is S-compact.
 .LEMMA 3. Let X, F, m be a fuzzy measure space. If m is autocontinu-
 .ous from abo¨e, then it has s property. Furthermore, if m is finite, then m is
 .autocontinuous iff it is null-additi¨ e and has s property.
w xProofs of Lemmas 2 and 3 are given in 13 .
THEOREM 4. n g m « n g m if n is finite.I III
Proof. Assume that n is finite and n g m. For any nonincreasing setI
 4  .sequence A ; F, if m A ª 0, thenn n
0 F m A F m A ª 0; .F n n /
n
that is,
m A s 0.F n /
n
Since n g m, we haveI
n A s 0.F n /
n
From the finiteness and the continuity from above of n , it follows that
n A ª n A s 0. . Fn n /
n
This means n g m.III
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 .THEOREM 5. n g m « n g m if m has s property and n is finite.I VI
Proof. Assume that n g m is not true, that is, there exists e ) 0 suchVI
 .that, for any d s 1rn, we can find some A g F for which m A - dn n n n
 .  .  .but n A ) e , n g N. Since m A ª 0 and m has s property, theren n
 4  4exists a subsequence A of A such thatn ni
m lim A s 0.n /i
i
If n g m is true, then we should haveI
n lim A s 0.n /i
i
However, by using finiteness of n , we have
`
n lim A s lim n ADn n /i i /ki isk
G lim n A .nk
k
G e
) 0;
that is, we obtain a contradiction.
COROLLARY 1. n g m m n g m if m is autocontinuous and n isI VI
finite.
Observe that to obtain a similar equivalence in classical measure theory,
a condition that both m and n are additive and n is finite is needed. This
condition is much stronger than the condition given in Corollary 1.
THEOREM 6. n g m « n g m if m is con¨erse-null-additi¨ e and n isI II
null-additi¨ e.
Proof. Suppose that m is converse-null-additive, n is null-additive, and
 .  . n g m. For any A, B g F with A ; B, if m A s m B , we have m B yI
.  . A s 0 by using the converse-null-additivity of m . From n g m, n B yI
.A s 0 follows. Finally, using the null-additivity of n yields
n B s n A q n B y A .  .  .
s n A . .
This means n g m.II
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THEOREM 7. n g m « n g m if m is uniformly con¨erse-autocon-VI IX
tinuous and n is uniformly autocontinuous.
Proof. Suppose that m is uniformly converse-autocontinuous, n is
uniformly autocontinuous, and n g m. For any given e ) 0 and anyVI
A, B g F with A ; B, by using the uniform autocontinuity of n , we can
 .  .  .find some e ) 0 e only depends on e such that n B y n A - e1 1
 .whenever n B y A - e . For such e , since n g m, we can find some1 1 VI
 .  .d ) 0 d only depends on e such that n B y A - e whenever1 1 1 1
 .m B y A - d . Then, for such d , by using the uniform converse-autocon-1 1
 .tinuity of m, we can find some d ) 0 d only depends on d such that1
 .  .  .  .  .m B y A - d whenever m B y m A - d . Hence, when m B y m A1
 .  .- d , we have n B y n A - e . This means n g m.IX
THEOREM 8. All types of absolute continuity of n with respect to m gi¨ en
 .in Definition 1 are equi¨ alent if X, F is S-compact, both m and n are finite,
m is con¨erse-null-additi¨ e, and n is null-additi¨ e.
Proof. The proposition follows directly from Theorems 5 and 7, Lemma
1, and the fact that n g m « n g m.IX I
By using the structural characteristics of set function, we can also
investigate the relationship among the types of absolute continuity given in
Definitions 1 and 2. To simplify the investigation, we assume that both m
and n are finite. Relevant implications are illustrated by arrows in Fig. 2;
 .symbols i and i indicate that m and n satisfy condition i , respectively,m n
where i refers to one of the following numbers:
 .1 null-additive;
 .2 converse-null-additive;
 .3 autocontinuous from above or being a null-additive fuzzy mea-
sure;
 .4 converse-autocontinuous from above or being a converse-null-
additive fuzzy measure;
 .5 autocontinuous from below or being a null-additive fuzzy mea-
sure;
 .6 converse-autocontinuous from below or being a converse-null-
additive fuzzy measure;
 .7 autocontinuous from above;
 .8 converse-autocontinuous from above;
 .9 autocontinuous from below;
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FIG. 2
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 .10 converse-autocontinuous from below;
 .11 uniformly-autocontinuous;
 .12 uniformly converse-autocontinuous.
Proofs of these propositions are omitted because they follow directly
w xfrom the respective definitions, Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 of 13 , and the
following Lemma 4.
 .LEMMA 4. Let m be a fuzzy measure on measurable space X, F . If m is
 .con¨erse-null-additi¨ e, then for any nonincreasing or nondecreasing set
 4  .sequence A ; F and set A g F with F A > A or D A ; A , wen n n n n
ha¨e
m A ª m A - ` « m A y A ª 0 .  .  .n n
or m A ª m A - ` « m A y A ª 0, respectively . .  .  . .n n
 .  .Proof. In the nonincreasing case, since m A ª m A - `, we cann
 .assume, without any loss of generality, that m A - `. Thus, by using the1
continuity from above of m, we have
m A ª m A . . Fn n /
n
Hence,
m A s m A - `. .F n /
n
Using the converse-null-additivity of m yields
m A y A s 0.F n /
n
Consequently, by using the continuity from above of m again, we obtain
m A y A ª m A y A s 0. . Fn n /
n
The proof is similar for the nondecreasing case.
Synthesizing the results expressed in Figs. 2]7 and employing Lemma 1,
we obtain the following theorem.
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THEOREM 9. All 21 types of absolute continuity gi¨ en in Definitions 1 and
 .2 are equi¨ alent if X, F is S-compact and both m and n are finite,
null-additi¨ e, and con¨erse-null-additi¨ e fuzzy measures.
4. FUZZY MEASURES DEFINED BY FUZZY INTEGRAL
 .Let X, F be a measurable space, m be a fuzzy measure on F, and f be
 .a nonnegative measurable function on X, F . The set function n on F
defined by
n A s f dm , ;A g F , . e
A
is a lower semicontinuous fuzzy measure and, furthermore, if m is finite,
w xthen n is a fuzzy measure 6, 13 . In the following, we discuss the absolute
continuity of n with respect to m.
THEOREM 10. n g m.VI
Proof. For any e ) 0, taking d s e , we have
n A s f dm F m A - e .  .e
A
 .whenever m A - d . This means n g m.VI
COROLLARY 2. n g m.III
COROLLARY 3. n g m.I
COROLLARY 4. If m is uniformly con¨erse-autocontinuous and n is
uniformly autocontinuous, then n g m.IX
In general, n g m is not always true and, therefore, n g m is notII i
always true for i s IV, V, VII, VIII, and IX. This can be demonstrated by
the following example.
 4  .EXAMPLE 1. Let X s a, b , F s P X . Define fuzzy measure m by
0, E s f ,
m E s .  1, otherwise.
Taking
0, x s a,f x s .  1, x s b ,
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 4  .  .A s a , and B s X, we have m B s m A , but
n B s f dm s 1, . e
B
m A s f dm s 0. . e
A
To obtain more affirmative results, we need some additional conditions.
LEMMA 5. If m is null-additi¨ e and n is defined by
n A s f dm , . e
A
w xthen n is also null-additi¨ e 6 .
THEOREM 11. If m is finite, null-additi¨ e, and con¨erse-null-additi¨ e,
then n g m.IV
 4Proof. Let A be a nonincreasing set sequence in F and A > A g Fn n
 .  .for n g N. If m A ª m A - `, we may assume, without any loss ofn
 .  .generality, that m A - `. From A o F A > A, we have m A ª1 n n n n
 .  .  .m F A and, therefore, m F A s m A . By using the converse-null-n n n n
 .additivity of m, we obtain that m A y F A s 0. Employing Corollary 3n n
 .yields n A y F A s 0. Since m is null-additive, we know that n is alson n
 .  .  .null-additive by using Lemma 5 . Thus, n A s n F A and, conse-n n
quently, by employing the monotone convergence theorem of fuzzy inte-
 w x.gral see Corollary 7.5 in 13 , we have
n A s f dm ª f dm s n F A s n A . .  .  .e en n n
A F An n n
The proof is now complete.
w xSimilarly, by employing Theorem 7.5 in 13 , we can prove the following
theorem.
THEOREM 12. If m is null-additi¨ e and con¨erse-null-additi¨ e, then
n g m.V
However, under certain common conditions, we have the following
rather satisfactory result.
 .THEOREM 13. If X, F is S-compact and m is finite, null-additi¨ e, and
con¨erse-null-additi¨ e, then n is absolutely continuous with respect to m in
any of the considered types.
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Observe that belief measures and plausibility measures, for example,
w xwhich form the basis of the Dempster]Shafer theory of evidence 2 , do
not satisfy conditions of this theorem: belief measures are not null-
additive, whereas plausibility measures are not converse-null-additive in
general. However, there exist some common fuzzy measures that do satisfy
the conditions. For example, any finite fuzzy measure defined on a finite
measurable space satisfies the conditions, provided that it takes different
values on different sets.
5. CONCLUSION
 .Given a fuzzy measure space X, F, m and a nonnegative measurable
 .function f on X, F , the fuzzy integral of f with respect to m determines
 .a fuzzy measure or lower semicontinuous fuzzy measure on F. Such a
 .new fuzzy measure or lower semicontinuous fuzzy measure is absolutely
continuous with respect to m in the sense of a certain type of absolute
continuity, which is a generalization of the classical concept of absolute
continuity in measure theory. However, in a common case considered in
Theorem 13, we can choose any one of as many as 21 different forms of
the generalized definition of absolute continuity.
We recognize that additional types of absolute continuity can be defined
by using more complex expressions. The reason why we restrict our
considerations to these nine types and their varieties is that the possible
additional definitions would be stronger than either type II or type III and,
therefore, n would not be, in general, absolutely continuous with respect
to m according to any of these additional types. Hence, these additional
types would not contribute to the issue of absolute continuity in any
positive way.
Notwithstanding the significant results presented in this paper, an im-
portant question remains to be considered: Does the new monotone set
function preserve some useful structural characteristics of m? This ques-
w x w xtion is partially addressed in 6 and further investigated in 14 .
A generalization of the Radon]Nikodym theorem of classical measure
theory into fuzzy measure theory is another important open question that
deserves to be investigated.
We should also mention that the whole treatment of absolute continuity
of fuzzy measures or, more generally, nonnegative monotone set functions
can be reformulated in terms of the Choquet integral rather than the fuzzy
w xintegral 15 .
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